
Skoll Flight 07, 08, and 09: 

 Skoll Flight 07 launch video: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/20364085399/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Skoll Flight 07 landing video: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/20536324812/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Skoll Flight 08 launch: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/19928520374/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Skoll Flight 08 truck: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/20363766278/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Skoll Flight 08 landing: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/20557708081/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Skoll Flight 09 truck: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/20558883101/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Skoll Flight 09 launch: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/20365242518/in/dateposted-public/ 

 Skoll Flight 09 landing: 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/100936386@N02/20364408378/in/dateposted-public/ 

These flights were Sunday morning through afternoon, August 9. No wind. All of these flights 

were as follows for the experiment legs flown at 23 m/s: 

1. chirp on L3/R3 followed by L4/R4 open loop 

2. 3-2-1-1 on L3/R3 followed by L4/R4 open loop 

3. 3-2-1-1 on L3/R3 followed by  L4/R4 closed loop 

4. theta and phi doublet on an inner surface rigid body control law, no filter. 

Chirps were 15 seconds long, covering a frequency range of roughly 1 - 10 Hz. Magnitudes were 

5 degrees for surface L3/R3 and 3 degrees on L4/R4. Pilot commands open loop were on L2/R2 

for roll and L3/R3 for pitch. 

3-2-1-1 excitations were 5 degrees of magnitude. Open loop allocation was the same as the 

chirps and the closed loop is our standard rigid body controller that uses L2/R2 for phi tracking, 

L3/R3 for theta tracking, and L4/R4 as an elevon. Gains for this control law are: 

o roll_gain[3]    = {0.5,0.15,0.01};   // PID gains for roll tracker and roll 

damper 

o pitch_gain[3]   = {-0.3,-0.40,-0.01};   // PID gains for pitch tracker and 

pitch damper 

o v_gain[2]       = {0.1, 0.020}; // PI gains for speed tracker 

The theta doublet was a +/- 4 degree command and the phi doublet was a +/- 15 degree 

command around a closed loop angle tracker that uses L2/R2 for phi tracking, L3/R3 for theta 

tracking, and no elevon. Gains for this control law are: 
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o roll_gain_single[3]   = {1.5,0.5,0.0};   // PI gains for roll tracker and roll 

damper when using only Flap2 

 

o pitch_gain_single[3]  = {-0.75,-1.0,-0.0};   // PI gains for pitch tracker and pitch 

damper when using only Flap3 

o v_gain[2]       = {0.1, 0.020}; // PI gains for speed tracker 

 

Landings were accomplished by just commanding thetas (-5 degree initial approach and +1 

degree in flare). All of the flights were flawless with very smooth landings. For future flights we 

will have the pilot begin the approach lower, steepen the approach to -6.5 degrees, and have a 

longer ramp into the flare (6 seconds instead of the current 3) with a slightly lower flare engage 

point. 

 

On Flights 07 and 08 we had issues dumping data off the aircraft (still learning how to use new 

flight support laptops). We developed a set of best practices for data dump in the field and got 

good flight data off Flight 09. 
 


